The controllable incorporation of multiple immiscible elements into a single nanoparticle merits untold scientific and technological potential, yet remains a challenge using conventional synthetic techniques. We present a general route for alloying up to eight dissimilar elements into single-phase solid-solution nanoparticles, referred to as high-entropy-alloy nanoparticles (HEA-NPs), by thermally shocking precursor metal salt mixtures loaded onto carbon supports [temperature~2000 kelvin (K), 55-millisecond duration, rate of~10 5 K per second]. We synthesized a wide range of multicomponent nanoparticles with a desired chemistry (composition), size, and phase (solid solution, phase-separated) by controlling the carbothermal shock (CTS) parameters (substrate, temperature, shock duration, and heating/cooling rate). To prove utility, we synthesized quinary HEA-NPs as ammonia oxidation catalysts with~100% conversion and >99% nitrogen oxide selectivity over prolonged operations.
M ultimetallic nanoparticles (MMNPs) are of interest in a wide range of applications, including catalysis (1-7), energy storage (8) , and bio/plasmonic imaging (8, 9) . Alloying multiple metallic elements into individual nanoscale products offers the promise of material properties that could exceed singleelement (or unary) nanoparticles (2, 5, 6) . The current and primary approaches toward the preparation of MMNPs arise from wet-chemistry synthesis, where a variety of particle sizes, shapes, and phases can be attained (3, 4, 7, 10) . However, most studies via wet-chemical methods report alloy compositions not exceeding three elements, which limits the compositional space. Additionally, more site-specific synthesis techniques, including printing-and lithography-based methods (1, 11, 12) , have shifted the compositional space toward quaternary and even quinary nanostructures; however, the subsequent reduction procedures tend to limit the structural complexity to phase-separated MMNPs, especially for immiscible elemental combinations (1, 12, 13) . In terms of bulk material synthesis, melt processing is a scalable method that has led to the creation of highentropy alloys (HEAs) consisting of five or more elements in a solid solution (uniform mixing), which have shown great potential as structural materials (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . To date, only a limited family of HEAs have been achieved, due to the difficulty of mixing elements with vastly different chemical and physical properties, as well as cooling rate constraints. Moreover, downsizing HEAs to the nanoscale is a daunting task, especially by conventional alloying methods. Therefore, the development of a synthesis method where elemental composition, particle size, and phase can be precisely controlled could bring about a new repertoire of alloys and nanostructures with unprecedented functionalities.
We developed a facile, two-step carbothermal shock (CTS) method that employs flash heating and cooling (temperature of~2000 K, shock duration of~55 ms, and ramp rates on the order of 10 5 K/s) of metal precursors on oxygenated carbon support to produce high-entropy-alloy nanoparticles (HEA-NPs) with up to eight dissimilar metallic elements (table S1) . MMNPs synthesized by CTS have a narrow size distribution and are uniformly dispersed across the carbon support, despite being exposed to high temperatures that conventionally cause particle coarsening. The high temperature, in conjunction with the catalytic activities of the liquid metals, drives rapid particle "fission" and "fusion" events that result in uniform mixtures of multiple elements. Subsequently, the rapid cooling rate facilitates kinetic control over the thermodynamic mixing regimes and enables the formation of crystalline solid-solution nanoparticles, analogous to 1 of 6 martensitic steels and metallic glasses that are also kinetically trapped (19, 20) . By adjusting the input electrical pulse parameters, we can also produce phase-separated nanoparticles by decreasing the cooling rate. This CTS technique opens a vast space for synthesizing alloys and nanocrystals, which has potential for a wide range of applications.
Results
The CTS method we used to synthesize uniformly dispersed, solid-solution nanoparticles (up to eight elements) requires two steps (21) . First, we mixed metal salt precursors MCl x H y (M is Pt, Pd, Ni, Fe, Co, Au, Cu, or Sn, among others) into a solution and loaded onto a conductive carbon support, such as carbon nanofibers (CNFs). CNFs carbonized at 1073 K (CNF-1073K, denoted as CNF hereafter) are the substrates used in this work unless stated otherwise. After drying, we exposed the precursor-loaded sample to a rapid thermal shock (55 ms) in an Ar-filled glovebox, which leads to a high concentration of nanoparticles (e.g., PtNi) that form across the carbon surface ( Fig. 1A and figs. S1 to S4). The electrical pulse that we applied controls the thermal exposure conditions (Fig. 1B) , with a common temperature of~2000 K and heating/cooling rates up tõ 10 5 K/s as measured with a pyrometer (figs. S5 to S7). We found no apparent elemental segregation or phase separation for the PtNi nanoparticles ( Fig. 1C and fig. S4 ) using scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) elemental maps. The high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) images and atomic maps also demonstrated both uniform atomic scale mixing and the formation of a facecentered cubic (fcc) crystalline structure (Fig. 1C) have a range of atomic radii (1.24 to 1.44 Å), reduction potentials (-0.25 to 1.5 V versus the standard hydrogen electrode), preferred crystal structures (fcc, body-centered cubic, hexagonal close-packed, or tetragonal), and melting temperatures (500 to 2000 K) that typically prevents solid-solution formation ( Fig. 1D and table S2).
MMNPs have been previously synthesized using conventional reduction procedures (1, 3) . However, these synthetic methods tend to create phase-separated heterostructures among immiscible elements, which greatly reduces the configurational entropy of mixing ( fig. S8 ). The CTS process leads to solid solution MMNPs (i.e., HEA-NPs), where arbitrary metallic elements are completely mixed to maximize the mixing entropy (DS mix ) ( Fig. 2A) . We demonstrated the versatility by synthesizing a series of multielement nanoparticles and characterized them by STEM, transmission EM (TEM), scanning EM (SEM), and energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS). We synthesized unary (Pt, Au, and Fe), binary (PtNi, AuCu, and FeNi), and ternary (PtPdNi, AuCuSn, and FeCoNi) nanoparticles that exhibit compositional uniformity (Fig. 2B ). The nanoparticles also possess size uniformity, with diameters of ≥5 nm ( fig. S9) , regardless of the elemental compositions. By adding additional metal salts to the precursor solutions, we synthesized quinary (PtCoNiFeCu and PtPdCoNiFe), senary (PtCoNiFeCuAu), septenary (PtPdCoNiFeCuAu) and octonary (PtPdCoNiFeCuAuSn) HEA-NPs, which are solid solutions and evenly dispersed across the carbon support (Fig. 2 , C and D, and figs. S10 to S16). Moreover, the HEA-NPs are of nanoscale dimensions in fcc crystal structures ( Fig. 2D and figs. S17 and S18).
The HEA-NPs exhibited solid solution mixing via the same 55-ms thermal shock protocol (figs. S19 and S21). We confirmed the structural uniformity (no phase separation) and negligible chlorine content with STEM (figs. S22 to S26), x-ray diffraction (XRD) (figs. S27 to S29), and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (figs. S30 to S36). A statistical study conducted over different sample regions confirms the compositional uniformity among the synthesized nanoparticles (figs. S37 to S43). For example, the compositional variation for each element in our quinary HEANPs (PtPdCoNiFe) is~10%, which is smaller than the >50% variation reported for lithographybased techniques ( fig. S42) (1) . Additionally, the macroscopic compositions that we determined by inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) agree well with the STEM-derived statistics. The HEA-NP composition has a small deviation from the ideal composition based on the initial precursor salt molar ratios, due to vapor loss at high temperature (figs. S44 to S46 and table S3). To demonstrate compositional control, we employed the (precursor) compensation approach, which is a common strategy in high-temperature synthesis when volatile elements are involved (figs. S47 to S52).
The HEA-NPs deviate from the phase-separated thermodynamic equilibrium structures reported in literature (1, 3, 12) due to the rapid quenchinduced nucleation/growth process of the CTS method, which "freezes" the liquid alloy state to create solid-solution nanoparticles. The synthesized HEA-NPs are stable at room temperature and remained unchanged in terms of size, structure, and composition after 11 months of storage under standard conditions.
In addition to the rich chemistries, the morphologies of the synthesized nanoparticles indicate a formation mechanism for CTS that differs from other alloying approaches. Because~2000 K far exceeds the thermal decomposition temperature of metal precursors (table S1), the salts easily decompose:
However,~2000 K is below the boiling points of the metallic elements. In this case, the metallic elements are likely in the liquid phase and should be on a similar length scale as the initial (microsized) salt precursors. Since metals are nonwetting with carbon, the liquid metals should coarsen to minimize their surface energy at high temperature (22) . Our observation departs from this behavior, requiring a mechanism to explain how initially single-element, micron-sized liquid metal droplets form uniformly dispersed alloy nanoparticles. We performed two control experiments to explore HEA-NP formation. We found distinct particle morphology differences using the same CTS protocol (Fig. 3A and S2 ). Therefore, we surmised that the surface defect concentration of the carbon support is an important parameter for particle dispersion. Our second control experiment used identical CNF supports (CNF-1073K) and synthesis conditions (55 ms,~2000 K), but with a variety of singlemetal salt precursors (Fig. 3B and figs. S55 to S57). Nanoparticle size distribution changes in this case with Cu having a much larger particle size (~56.8 nm) than Au (~13.5 nm) and Pt (~6.3 nm). This trend resembles the catalytic activities of the corresponding elements, with Pt and Cu being the most and least active, respectively. Because Au and Cu possess similar physical properties (table S4), the discrepancy requires a different particle dispersion mechanism than a simple, physical melting-and-nucleation process. Since defects and metal catalysts play a key role during the CTS process, we considered a catalytically driven particle dispersion mechanism for the defective carbon supports. To verify this, we used in situ mass spectrometry to analyze the gases created during CTS for defective CNF supports with and without precursor salts. Compared with bare CNF, the precursor-loaded CNF exhibited a larger and much sharper release of CO gas during the CTS process ( fig. S58) . Thus, the release of CO gas upon thermal shock arises from a catalytically driven carbon metabolism reaction:
where O* denotes surface-bound residual oxygen. The carbon metabolism reaction involves C (fuel), O* (oxidizer), and metal (catalyst), which correlates the surface defect concentration (e.g., carbonization temperature) and the metal's catalytic activity to the final nanoparticle size and level of dispersity. We hypothesize that during the 55-ms high-temperature exposure, the liquid metal droplets actively travel around and split ("fission") to harvest the dispersed O* on the carbon surface based on the catalytically driven reaction, C + O* = CO (gas) (DH = -110.5 kJ/mol). Previously published works (23) (24) (25) (26) and an in situ TEM study (27) also showed that metallic particles can move and split under a catalytic driving force, which is similar to our proposed carbon metabolism reaction. Mechanistically (Fig. 3C) , a larger O* concentration and the use of catalytically active metals can drive vigorous metabolism with more frequent catalyst motion and fission events. This opposes equilibrium thermodynamic directive for the metal droplets to coarsen. Conversely, depleted O* concentrations should lead to decreased mobility and the localization of liquid droplets that coarsen slowly to reduce their total surface energy. The liquid alloys have a wide solubility range at~2000 K. Therefore, the liquid metal movement driven by O* harvesting allows different droplet compositions to continually meet and fuse into single-phase alloys during the CTS process. Numerous particle fusion and fission events, which we estimated to be >10 6 times based on time-scale analysis ( fig. S59 ) (28) (29) (30) , yield a dynamic steady state during the 55-ms high-temperature shock. This enables uniform nanoscale dispersions and homogeneous high-entropy mixing. To verify the effects of supports with more surface-bound defects, we synthesized quinary HEA-NPs (PtFeCoNiCu) on CNFs with and without CO 2 activation, resulting in 5.30 ± 1.31-nm particles on CO 2 -activated CNFs and 11.3 ± 2.2-nm particles on CNFs ( fig. S60) . We achieved further improvements in ultrafine particle sizes and narrow distributions when more catalytically active metal combinations (PtPdIrRhRu HEA-NPs, 3.28 ± 0.81 nm) are employed on identical CO 2 -activated CNF supports (Fig. 3D and figs. S61 and S62) . Therefore, the catalytic metabolism-induced particle fission/fusion mechanism for metal alloying at the nanoscale is distinct compared with previously reported alloying methods (1, 3, 7, 16) .
By tuning the shock duration and heating/ cooling rates, we can adjust the MMNP size, distribution, and structure. We loaded multiple CNF samples using an identical PtNi precursor solution and exposed the support to a temperature of 2000 K for 5-ms, 55-ms, 1-s, and 10-s durations. The faster exposure times yield smaller particle sizes (3.51 ± 0.62 nm for 5 ms and 5.01 ± 1.69 nm for 55 ms) compared with prolonged shock durations (8.57 ± 1.98 nm for 1s and 13.30 ± 6.98 nm for 10 s) (Fig. 4, A and B) . We observed similar behavior with AuNi ( fig. S63) duration increases to 10 s, the size of the HEA-NPs increases and the synthesized particles become less uniform; the high-temperature exposure depletes the number of O* present on the CNF support, which inhibits particle fission and corresponding dispersity ( fig. S64) . We investigated the effect of cooling rate by tuning the electrical input parameters (Fig. 1B) with Au/Ni and Cu/Co, which are immiscible binary elemental compositions (Fig. 4, C and D , and figs. S65 to S67). Due to differences in lattice parameters and surface energies, these metallic combinations tend to phase-separate according to equilibrium phase diagrams (3, 20, 31) . However, through rapid quenching, the high-entropy mixing state of the liquid metals is retained and yields single-phase solid-solution nanoparticles (i.e., HEA-NPs) by avoiding the time-temperaturetransformation (TTT) nose (Fig. 4E) . The AuNi binary alloy formed a solid solution when quenched at both~10 5 and~10 3 K/s (Fig. 4C and fig. S66 ). However, nanoscale phase separation occurred when cooled slowly (~10 K/s), with a clear phase boundary between Au and Ni shown in the annular bright-field (ABF) image (Fig. 4D ) and HAADF image ( fig. S66 ). For the CuCo binary system, the 10 5 K/s produced a solid solution, but phase separation began at a cooling rate of~10 3 K/s ( fig.  S65 ). Very slow cooling and heating rates (~10 K/s) also alter the dispersion and size distribution of the synthesized nanoparticles, which leads to aggregates and a nonuniform particle dispersion across the CNFs (figs. S67 and S68).
Our experimental results reveal valuable information about the nucleation and diffusion kinetics of the CTS method. The transformation of a liquid alloy into a single-phase solid solution with a specific elemental composition requires local structural rearrangements but no long-range solute partitioning. The cooling rate (~10 5 K/s) that we achieved by CTS is still slow enough to form crystalline structures. If higher cooling rates are attained with the CTS method, it may be possible to use this route to synthesize metallic glasses. The~10 5 K/s cooling rate is fast enough to prevent solute partitioning across a distance of~10 nm, enabling the formation of high-entropy-alloy structures. On the other hand, slower cooling rates (e.g.,~10 K/s) enable solute partitioning to occur through (slow) kinetics, which caused the MMNPs to phase separate into a Janus particle. Both single-phase and phaseseparated nanoparticles are useful for applications such as catalysis and plasmonic imaging (2, 3, 9, 10) . The CTS method has the ability to control phase formation through ramp rates and may be useful for targeted nanoparticle synthesis.
The CTS method enables diverse compositions of uniformly mixed HEA-NPs that have potential for a wide range of applications. As a proof of concept, we demonstrated quinary HEA-NPs as advanced catalysts for ammonia oxidation, which is the key processing step in the industrial synthesis of nitric acid (Fig. 5A) (32) . Despite extensive efforts on the exploration of new catalysts, PtPdRh-based multimetallic catalysts are still widely employed in industry to this day (33) . Beyond the high content of precious metals, these catalysts also require very high temperatures (>800°C) to achieve high yields of NO x (NO + NO 2 ) versus N 2 /N 2 O and tend to degrade under continuous operation (34) . Using the CTS method, quinary PtPdRhRuCe HEA-NPs (figs. S69 and S70 and table S5 for the compositions) were prepared and employed as ammonia oxidation catalysts (21) . We introduced Ru and Ce to improve the overall catalytic activity and reduce the Pt content (35, 36) .
We achieved~100% conversion of ammonia (NH 3 ) and >99% selectivity toward NO x (NO + NO 2 ) at a relatively low operation temperature of 700°C with the PtPdRhRuCe HEA-NP catalyst (Fig. 5B ). For comparison, we prepared similar catalysts (in terms of composition) by the wet impregnation method (denoted as PtPdRhRuCe MMNPs), which produced a 18.7% yield of NO x at the same operation temperature, whereas most of the output was N 2 (Fig. 5C ). An elemental map comparison between the two catalysts suggests that the enhanced catalytic selectivity of the HEA-NPs is likely due to the highly homogeneous nature of the solid-solution nanoparticles compared with the phase-separated heterostructures derived from the wet impregnation method ( Fig. 5D and fig. S70 ). Note that synthesizing solid-solution PtPdRh multimetallic systems by conventional synthetic methods is challenging due to immiscibility (2, 34) . We also performed degradation testing to study catalytic performance under prolonged operation conditions, and we observe no degradation in terms of catalytic activity or selectivity over~30 hours of continuous operation at 700°C (Fig. 5E and fig. S71 ). We attributed this durability to the high-entropy nature of the catalysts prepared by the CTS method, which helps stabilize the MMNPs in solid solutions (i.e., HEA-NPs) and prevents phase separation or elemental segregation under the reaction conditions (16, 18) . Moreover, the precious metal content of the HEA-NPs can be reduced further without compromising catalytic performance or stability by replacing~37.5% of Pt with Co and eliminating Ru (e.g., PtPdRhCoCe HEA-NPs) ( fig. S72 ). Thus, HEA-NPs fabricated by the CTS method may be a general route toward highly active, durable, and cost-effective catalysts (see table S6 for a detailed literature comparison).
Discussion and conclusion
The CTS method provides an excellent platform for nanometallurgical studies. Immiscible elements are alloyed into single-phase nanoparticles on carbon supports with the following features: (i) high-entropy mixing, where multimetallic mixing leads to the creation of solid-solution nanoparticles with maximized configurational mixing entropy; (ii) nonequilibrium processing, where the shock process takes milliseconds to create HEA-NPs by rapid quenching and thus prevents phase separation among immiscible elements by avoiding the nose of the TTT curve (Fig. 4E) ; and (iii) uniform dispersion, where the catalytically driven carbon metabolism at high temperature enables uniform, well-dispersed, and controllably sized nanoparticles (as opposed to particle coarsening). This synthetic technique also provides (i) generality, (ii) tunability, and (iii) potential scalability. The maximum temperature of the CTS method (2000 to 3000 K) is higher than the decomposition temperature of any metal salt, which promotes uniform mixing of nearly any metallic combination (i.e., generality). Precise control over the shock parameters (temperature, duration, and ramp rates) effectively tunes the particle size, dispersity, as well as final structure. The synthesis of a diverse array of nanoparticles with easily tunable processing parameters is ideal for large-scale nanomanufacturing, where a rapid (synthesis in milliseconds) and energy-efficient (immediate heating through an electrical pulse) synthetic procedure could enable high-rate and high-volume production of quality nanoparticles. Moreover, a scalability evaluation exhibited a 100-fold increase in HEA-NP production without sacrificing nanoparticle quality or dispersion by employing a three-dimensional carbon support (figs. S73 to S75). These CTS capabilities facilitate a new research area for materials discovery and optimization, where the elemental composition and mixing entropy of nanoparticles can be carefully designed and controlled. Further compositional exploration has the potential to transcend research efforts to broad technological applications.
